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EASY IN .  EASY OUT.

Traditional picnic tables are great for dining and socializing, but getting in and out can be a 
challenge. Picnic solves this problem with comfortable, soft benches. Accompanied by small 
poufs, the benches glide in and out for easy access and nest under the table when not in use.

PICNIC COLLABORATIVE SETTING



BR ING THE GANG TOGETHER

Want to make sure no one’s left out? The 
rectilinear table comes in standard table height 
and stool heights and can be connected with a 
shared leg to create infinite lengths.

SETT ING THE TABLE

With Picnic, you can set the table in a variety of 
ways. Choose a round or rectilinear shape. Add 
style with a multitude of top finishes. Integrate 
power with USB capabilities. If you have an appetite 
for options, Picnic’s the collection for you.



STATEMENT OF L INE

Bench Components: Open

Bench Components: Closed

Rectilinear Table Components

Round Table Components

Pouf Components



Picnic is a collection of collaborative 

tables and soft seating benches inspired 

by the classic picnic table. Designed 

to work together or independently, the 

collection brings a casual charm to 

interior environments and makes for a 

setting that’s playful and productive at 

the same time.

For working, studying, playing, meeting, 

or dining, nothing brings people together 

quite like Picnic.

PLAYFUL .

PRODUCT IVE .
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5D Studio comprises a multidisciplinary team that’s passionate about 
all aspects of design. Located in Venice, California, deep in the heart 
of Silicon Beach, designers from 5D Studio would walk to lunch and 
see people working, socializing, or eating in traditional picnic table 
vignettes. That, added to the picnic table’s classic form and playful vibe, 
was all the inspiration the designers needed for the Picnic collection.

ABOUT THE DESIGNER 
5D STUDIO

PICNIC TABLES + POUFS. SWAGR STOOLS.


